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Our Partners:

Hello LEADER alumni and friends!
I am very excited to say that on all accounts the 2010-2011 year was a success! Not only did the team achieve
a $10,000 surplus through cost-efficiencies and a smoothly run Project, but exciting new developments
occurred as well. A relationship with the India Institute of Management Bangalore (IIMB) has been initiated
and we have been in constant communication in preparation to teach entrepreneurs there this May 2012. The
annual Alumni Event this past March was a huge success, as I’m sure those of you who could make it out can
attest. As an exclusive event hosted at Steam Whistle Breweries, it brought in $15,000 in revenues and made
for an excellent opportunity for all to share stories with some of the nearly 200 attendees. Most importantly,
there were fantastic stories from the seven sites of new businesses being built, great ideas proposed, and
many friendships made.
All of this success could not have happened without the direction of the Advisory Board, the guidance of the
Executive Directors, Melanie Thomas, Mike Forcht, and Neha Bhasin, and most importantly the hard work and
initiative taken by the team. However, the most critical cog in the Project that has ensured its sustainability
and success year after year has been the support of our partners at Ivey and Aeroplan. The faith of these
sponsors in our work has allowed us to focus on executing and expanding on our successes each year. A
sincere thank you to all those who contributed to last year’s success, I hope in the 2011-2012 year we can
surpass the high bar that’s been set!
Please keep in touch and have an eye out for more opportunities to get connected with the Project. There are
plenty of stories to be shared and many great initiatives to undertake. We would love to hear from you, so
please pass on any thoughts or stories to leaderproject@ivey.ca.

Scott Innes
HBA Executive Director

LEADER Updates
Ivey Goes Abroad Alumni Event 2012
Please stay tuned for the date and location of the Alumni Event in Spring 2012. It is sure to be a great
opportunity to share stories, drinks and reconnect with past classmates!
Corporate Sponsors Needed!
We are currently evaluating new opportunities to offer to potential corporate sponsors in addition to
offering title rights to the Alumni Event. Please let us know if you know where there might be some
interest! (leaderproject@ivey.ca)
New Recruits
Please welcome the new MBA Executive Directors, Kavitha Pachagounder and Mark Gilbert, who are
already well underway with recruiting, managing the IIMB relations, and fundraising initiatives.
Site Expansion
Enhancing the value that LEADERites provide on-site is a continuous goal, and that’s the importance of
evaluating our current sites for areas of improvement as well as considering new opportunities. We are
currently in the process of doing both with an eye on new possibilities world-wide, and are in talks with
Ivey through the process.
Social Media and the Web
Our goal with regard to social media is to allow alumni, Ivey students, sponsors and potential sponsors
easy access to truly exciting and interesting information about LEADER. We are currently pursuing new
ways to do so by connecting alumni via facebook with the help of the Advisory Board and bolstering our
website with new blogs and videos. Please keep an eye out for these initiatives in future!

The smaller class size in Dnepropetrovsk facilitated a very productive learning environment, where
teacher assistance (help with daily cases, group projects, etc.) was consistent and students were able to
forge very strong friendships both inside the classroom and during organized evening activities.
Although they were a bit timid in the beginning, by the end of the course students were not afraid to
ask questions, voice their opinions and showcase their presentation skills. Former students were also
very involved in the current program, both providing pointed feedback to students in the final group
presentations and helping organize some of the evening activities. It was during these activities that
both the teachers and students really opened up to each other, which included: karaoke, laser tag, a
museum, a local soccer game, the ballet, a BBQ on the river, an amusement park and traditional
Ukrainian dinners. In fact, the food was one of the more memorable parts of the trip, from having fish
and potatoes or sushi for breakfast, to enjoying pelmeni (meat dumplings), perogies or shashlik (kebob)
on a daily basis. Overall it was a great experience and many thanks go out to our wonderful hosts.
-

Cyrus Zahedi

Although the first week was a holiday for students at the Togliatti Academy of Management, we had a
turnout of about 20 to our introductory week, where students learned how to make an investor's pitch
suitable for Dragon's Den. During the following two weeks we taught at least three classes each day one undergrad class and two graduate classes (one in English and the other with a translator). We spent
some time in the Academy's high school, teaching the basics of the business plan, and elementary
school, singing "One, two, buckle my shoe".
The students were always eager to take us out and show us the hotspots in Togliatti - Magic Dancing
Club, "Pants", Long John Silvers, Victory Park and the river side. We did some discovering on our own,
finding our own private beach where we had the chance to take some morning runs before breakfast.
The Academy showed their hospitality in many ways, including engraved metals for getting last place in
the Trekking excursion and certificates for our efforts in the Lapta tournament. Thanks go out to Sasha,
for his protection, Elena, for meeting every need, Tatiana, for her translations, and of course the
amazing student organizers!
-

Sylvia Broschinski

LEADER has travelled to Ekaterinburg, Russia for over a decade now, teaching at the Ural Federal
University. This year we combined two classes into one, with about 25 fourth year students, and had
great discussions as a result. Students were engaged, excited and extremely bright. As teachers we
were very pleased with the business plans presented on the last day of the course, which included an ad
agency that specializes in interactive mirrors and a recycling firm capitalizing on new interest in the
environment.
Outside the classroom our hosts were just as dedicated to making sure we got the most out of our time
there – even with a week of exams to deal with! We went bowling, visited the Europe-Asia border,
cooked “shashlik” (Russian pork BBQ), watched the University’s Victory Day parade and even got to
experience an authentic Russian banya.
Though officially we were the teachers we still spent every minute learning something new about
Russia. But one of the most rewarding comments we got was that participating in the LEADER course
made the students so much closer as a group. Can’t ask for much more than that.
-

Kristina Lucas

In 2011, LEADER marked its twelfth year in partnership with Urals State Technical University, NizhnyTagil Campus. Two classes were taught, one in English and one through a Russian translator. The classes
consisted of approximately 25 undergraduate students in the disciplines of engineering and business, as
well as business professionals desiring entrepreneurial training. The students grasped the material
quickly, and the final business plans included everything from a solar powered laptop charger to a local
restaurant. We also acted as consultants for two small businesses in Nizhny-Tagil – a horseback riding
center, and a language school—and helped them formulate strategies to grow their companies.
We were well taken care of and treated like VIP’s wherever we went. Viewing the victory day
ceremonies from the box seats alongside city officials and veterans was definitely a highlight. Soccer in
the evenings with the students was also a staple event. We participated in a variety of activities
including a Russian Bania, television and newspaper interviews, meeting steel executives, and visiting a
local high school to name a few. The trip would not be complete of course without a hike up the hill
overlooking the city, and a visit to the local carriage and tank factory.
This year, LEADER made initial contact with an Institute for Entrepreneurship in Nizhny-Tagil. They offer
mentorship and funding to participants in their program. It would be a great organization to offer
continued support to our students after the completion of the course. In future years, LEADER wants to
create a partnership with the Institute to work with local entrepreneurs.
Our three weeks spent in Nizhny were incredible, and the memories we have taken back will last a
lifetime. A big thank you from the whole 2011 Nizhny Team, and “Da-svi-da-niya!” (for now).
-

Chris Smith

This year the Irkutsk team was lucky to teach an optional entrepreneurship course to some of the most
ambitious third-year students from a well-known university of Economics in Russia. The students truly
appreciated the case studies, which solidified and furthered their prior learnings as well as
demonstrated the implications and importance of the material covered.
The students and translators ensured that we thoroughly enjoyed our experience and gave us a great
deal of exposure to the Russian culture. With students, we celebrated Victory Day by watching
fireworks and attending an outdoor concert, took several tours of Irkutsk, and enjoyed a BBQ along a
river. We also visited the world’s deepest lake, Lake Baikal. The students were wonderful. I was deeply
touched when they organized a surprise party for my birthday, and when we were invited and given
front-row seats at the Rector’s Ball, a remarkable French-themed multi-act show and awards
presentation for the university’s best students. The opportunity surpassed my highest expectations.
-

Imran Khan

There was big excitement at the Academii Di Studie Economicae for the return of LEADER this year, and
especially for the expansion to a three-week curriculum. Most students were second year
undergraduates and quite a few had either started a business before or were in the planning stages of
developing one. Two students launched their businesses in conjunction at an extreme sports event that
they ran this summer. One named Anatolii created an extreme sports clothes and accessories line
called ‘Kineters’ and his friend, Stefan, created a web design and multimedia studio called ‘Nahaba
Studio’. Both are considering how they might continue to work together in future to drive the
development of Moldova with their businesses.
Between the teaching and coaching sessions, the students were extraordinarily generous in displaying
their country. We travelled to the wine caves of Cricova, saw the cave monastery at Orheiul Vechi,
witnessed Victory Day, and cheered for Moldova at Eurovision from the comfort of the local bars. In all,
it was an incredible learning experience for both us and the students. It is such a rare opportunity to
witness the courage and dedication of entrepreneurs half-way around the world in an environment so
different from our own. Big thanks to the sponsors and supporters of the LEADER Project for allowing
us this opportunity to help these deserving businesspeople.
Scott Innes

Rakia. Nostrovia. Shopska Salad. Lake Ohrid. Hotel Kanat. These words will undoubtedly bring fond memories to
LEADER alumni that have travelled to Skopje, Macedonia. In 2011, Jimmy, Neha, Razy and Leah were fortunate to
experience Macedonia’s warm hospitality, delicious cuisine and spectacular local wines. Our classroom, at the
Journalist Club, was full of energetic, intelligent and enthusiastic entrepreneurs. To meet the needs of our
sophisticated participants, we diligently modified the standard LEADER curriculum. In addition to entrepreneurship
skills, this year’s curriculum involved case competitions and seminars on public speaking, leadership development,
and international business practices. Consistent with prior years, we visited participants’ businesses and offered
consulting services.
We were most impressed with the participants’ enthusiasm for the case study method, willingness to engage in lively
debates and sense of humor. For instance, while discussing our first case (the case was about Chip Wilson’s
experience starting Lululemon), one student arranged for yoga mats, produced by one of his companies, to be
delivered to the journalist club. This led to a discussion about the student’s business and encouraged other students
to apply their professional experiences to cases. Frequently students drew parallels from the case to issues facing the
local Macedonian economy. Topics such as methods to encourage trade between Macedonia and other Balkan
countries and how to motivate employees in a transition economy were frequently discussed. Laugher abounded in
the classroom. In particular, one student noted that her employer observed that she was very relaxed at work. The
student attributed her relaxed demeanor to the positive classroom culture and enjoyable LEADER experience.
Outside of the classroom, we were able to visit Lake Ohrid, a winery and a memorial dedicated to Mother Teresa
(Skopje is the birth place of Mother Teresa). Aleksandar Zarkov and his team at the Macedonian Chamber of
Commerce, and the LEADER participants, were gracious hosts. We thank the Macedonian Chamber of Commerce,
Macedonia 2025, LEADER, LEADER alumni and their students for an amazing experience.
-

Leah Noble

